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National Director's Message

CNWC National Director Bob
Walker

2021. A new year with new
hope.

The pandemic has been
devastating but the re-
sponse we've seen from
many people and groups
has been inspirational.
While we're building some-
thing that resembles a nor-
mal life we need to reflect
on what we've experienced
and entrench what we've
learned.

One thing that is clear
is that the contributions
of Canada's Nuclear Work-
force helps make the lives of
Canadians better. We have a
story to tell.

Organizations across the nuclear supply chain stepped
up to help us manage the pandemic.

Our quality of life requires an abundant supply of en-
ergy. Nuclear power generates electricity safely, reliably and
affordably without producing greenhouse gases (GHGs).

Nuclear provides about 70,000 high quality domestic
jobs. This is skilled work in the safest working conditions
anywhere, with good pay and benefits. These are the types
of jobs Canadians need more of.

The medical isotopes produced in Canada are critical for
our modern healthcare system.

Many Provinces already have low carbon electricity grids.
Small Modular Reactors (SMRs) can help decarbonize the
ones that don't. To further reduce our carbon footprint we
need to modernize building codes to make existing build-
ings and industry more efficient, and use zero emission vehi-
cles (ZEVs). ZEVs will require greater use of electricity. That
will have to come from a carbon free source such as nuclear.

Nuclear research and development drives innovation
across our Country.

Our industry is regulated by the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission (CNSC). The CNSC is a strong, independent,
transparent and extremely competent regulator.

We know where all of the waste from our nuclear facil-
ities is, and we know its characteristics inside and out, and
we are managing it well and responsibly. The long-term
management of the waste from nuclear facilities, and the
eventual decommissioning of our nuclear facilities, is fully
funded—up front. Nuclear power will continue to be an im-
portant part of Canada's clean energy future.

Over the next few months we will be producing a series
of new and updated factsheets. They will be posted on our
website as they are completed. This is a bunch of text de-
signed to add lines to here and here and here and here.
Bob Walker

This is a bunch of text designed to add lines to here.
Labour updates

• IBEW local 37 and NB Power have started the collec-
tive bargaining process.

• Society of United Professionals (SUP) ratified a 3 year
CA with the NWMO. Improvements include wage
increases of 2%/2%/2.25%.

• USW local 2859 ratified a 3 year collective agreement
with BWXT Cambridge and Owen Sound. The CA
provides for wage increases of 2% in each year and a
full time Union Health & Safety rep paid for by BWXT.

• Unions, including the SUP and PWU, adapted quickly
in 2020 and showed how democracy can be exercised
safely during the pandemic.

• In November, the Grey Bruce Labour Council held
their annual Labour Activist and Health and Safety
Activist Awards event virtually. President and OSSTF
member Kevin Smith said he was proud that the
Council members’ work improves and saves lives.
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Electric transport accelerates in Canada's biggest energy market
Grid connected rail adds to electrical demand Previous editions of the CNWC Newsletter noted the importance of the
nuclear refurbishments at Darlington and Bruce to Ontario's economy and environment. National Director Bob Walker
pointed out that these are two of the largest infrastructure projects under way in Canada. The largest, Metrolinx's GO ex-
pansion (the principal current component of which is the Eglinton Crosstown LRT), is directly tied to Darlington and Bruce.
They will provide most of the electricity that runs it, as they have done for decades in the case of Toronto subways and
streetcars.

The same goes for the Ottawa LRT expansion (the 5th biggest infrastructure project in the country), as does the Hamil-
ton LRT, if it goes ahead as we hope it will. Hamilton would then be the 5th biggest project, bumping Ottawa to #6.

The 4th largest project in the country, Montreal's REM (Rèseau èlectrique métropolitain), a $6 billion driverless train
system that at 67 kilometres almost doubles the existing amount of electrified rail in the city, will be operational by 2022.
Hydro Quebec is contributing $295 million. CNWC employer SNC Lavalin is a member of both winning project consortia.

Bus BEV changes the game, enables trucks and heavy stationary Battery-electrification is also proceeding. The Toronto
Transit Commission today has 60 battery-electric buses in operation, in the largest field testing program in the world.
Three models are represented, one of them Canadian. (See “Video Watch,” below.) If all 2,200 TTC buses were battery-
electric, overnight charging demand for buses alone could be in the neighbourhood of 165 megawatts. This would be for
traction power and air conditioning in the summer; battery-electric winter heat could add 50 MW to that.1

Personal BEV: the 15,000 MW known known How will Canada's 34.3 million registered motor vehicles “refuel” when
they are battery electric? The precise picture of massive electric personal vehicle charging is highly uncertain—will most
of it occur overnight or during the day? But what is not uncertain is the sheer amount of grid electricity required to provide
a future 34.3 million–vehicle personal BEV fleet with enough electricity. Canada-wide, we would need 15,000 MW of new
generation: from 100 MW in Manitoba to 5,200 in Ontario.

Fifteen thousand MW is a very conservative estimate. Winter EV heating, which can cut an EV's range in half, would
add greatly to the 15k MW. Certainly a significant amount of winter electrical demand for EV charging would occur in day-
time. For the hourly CO2 and financial implications of Ontario transport, see “By the numbers,” below.

Enabling e-transport in Canada: the government role The federal government in its Fall Economic Statement of Novem-
ber 30 2020 announced it would introduce green bonds in 2021–2022. It gave little detail, other than to indicate it would
strike a public–private Sustainable Finance Action Council in early 2021.

This follows significant government support for various aspects of electric transportation, mainly direct support for the
Eglinton and Ottawa LRTs, and purchase subsidies for EVs, among other measures. Depending on how the green bonds are
designed, such as what incentives the government provides that make them attractive to invenstors and what hard CO2

reductions they come with, this could spur private investment on a large scale. We will watch this closely.

By the numbers
Electricity and energy: the dollars at stake In the hour between 5 p.m and 6 p.m. on January 18 2021, a cold day in the
Toronto area, Ontarians used over 66,000 megawatt hours of bulk energy, with a retail value of over $5.1 million. Energy
was in the form of electricity, heating (mostly natural gas), and gasoline and diesel for transport. At that average rate,
they'll have paid over $12 billion for energy in Winter 2020/2021. This energy came with over 12,000 tons of CO2, enough to
fill Rogers Centre, home of the Toronto Blue Jays, three times. See the chart next page.

If all energy were electricity, usage in that hour would have been 48,800 MWh instead of 66,000 (because of vehicle
engine efficiencies). If the retail cost of electricity were 8 cents per kWh, Ontarians would have paid $3.9 million instead
of $5.1 million. If the CO2 intensity per kilowatt hour (CIPK) of this electricity were 32 grams (what it actually was in over
hour in question), CO2 emissions over that hour would have been less than 1,600 tons—13 percent what they actually were.

1Winter heat for TTC battery-electric bus models currently in testing is still diesel fired. It remains to be seen if future models are able to deliver all-electric
heat as well.
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Our major employers
Low-cost Pt. Lepreau output allows NB Power to delay rate increase New Brunswick, like Quebec and Newfoundland-
Labrador, is an electric-heating jurisdiction—nearly half NB homes use baseboard heaters as their primary heat source.
Electricity, always critically important, is doubly so during NB winters, and especially during COVID. Because Point Lepreau
output is predictable and affordable, NB Power sought and received regulatory approval to defer a planned rate increase to
March 31 2021.

The supply cost pressures that justified the rate increase were related to lower in-province and export demand because
of COVID. PLNGS's availability through the spring and summer—recall we reported last edition that scheduled April main-
tenance of the plant had been deferred to September—relaxed those cost pressures somewhat. That maintenance was
completed and the station reconnected to the grid on November 5, thankfully with no incidences of COVID in the people
who did the work. PLNGS is now available to keep New Brunswickers warm and bright through what is likely to be a chal-
lenging winter for everyone.

Cameco reports Q3 net loss, COVID case at Cigar Lake Cigar Lake uranium production, restarted in September after a
COVID-induced stoppage that began early April, continued following a reported late-November positive COVID test of
an individual at the facility. Cameco said at the time that production was proceeding safely, the individual was in isola-
tion, and that contact tracing was underway in collaboration with the Northern Saskatchewan Population Health Unit.
However, in the following weeks three more cases emerged. On December 14, production at the operation was suspended.
Cameco cited generally spiking COVID cases in the area.

Left to right: Marty Warren, Director United Steel
Workers (USW) District 6 – Ontario and Atlantic
Canada; Pete Bethke, President USW Local 2859:
Matt McKeever, USW Staff Representative; Mike
Rencheck, President Bruce Power

The April halt in Cigar Lake production cost Cameco $18 million, which
the company said contributed to its net loss of $61 million over Q3. The
company estimates the current suspension will cost $8 million–$10
million per month. The production halt, in addition to other proactive
COVID measures and ongoing purchases, as well as what CEO Tim Gitzel
called “normal quarterly variations in contract deliveries and our con-
tinued execution on all strategic fronts,” explained the Q3 loss. Cameco
believes the general push for electrification bodes well for the nuclear
industry.

CRA decided in October to seek leave to appeal the June Federal
Court of Appeal tax ruling to the Supreme Court. Cameco is confident it
will prevail in that venue, as it has in all lower courts. The government
continues to hold $785 million that Cameco was required to pay as in-
stallments on CRA reassessments for the years in duspute.

Bruce Power steps up, promotes and supports local initiatives to fight
COVID fallout There's nothing like light in these dark days. Bruce
Power, in addition to providing billions of clean affordable 24/7 kilowatt-
hours to brighten homes and sustain hope, and in addition to providing
steady employment in an otherwise uncertain economy, has led local community efforts in Grey–Bruce–Huron.

BP was also active on the SMR front. It is a major partner in the Clean Energy Frontier program of the Grey–Bruce–
Huron region, which will build on its position as a centre of clean energy. It will seek to incorporate Terrestrial Energy's 195
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MW Integral Molten Salt reactor design, and micro-reactor designs, into its existing operations, and seek greater opportu-
nities for isotope production.

OPG announces SMR-based “Darlington B” The November 13 public announcement by OPG that it would seek to de-
velop a grid scale SMR at the Darlington site. The technology could well be based on Terrestrial Energy's molten salt de-
sign, as we mentioned last edition. (Bruce Power is also interested in Terrestrial.) This represents a departure from OPG's
focus on 500+ MW CANDUs in multi-unit configurations. In the Nov. 13 announcement, the company quantified the jobs
involved in SMR development at Darlington: 2300 in project development, manufacturing, and construction; 200 during
operation, and 160 for decommissioning.

On the big in-service reactor front, OPG's Darlington unit 1 at the time of writing (January 18, 2021, 4 p.m.) had been
under power, providing zero-carbon electricity to the Ontario grid, for 26,092 hours straight. That's an amazing record.
Congrats to all CNWC member union members who made that happen.

SNC nuclear services the strongest performer in pandemic SNC, experiencing challenges in its Resources business since
2019, has refocused, away from lump sum turnkey (LSTK) contracts and geographic disparity and toward profitable engi-
neering services in the Americas and Middle East. Nuclear was SNC's best performer in the engineering services segment
in the 3rd quarter of 2020, i.e. the first quarter to give a clear picture of the pandemic's true impact. The multi-million dol-
lar contracts SNC recently signed with both OPG and Bruce Power reflect their confidence in its nuclear services, based on
their assessments of similar work it has done for them in the past. These are multi-year projects, and therefore represent
a cornerstone of the company's profitability for the foreseeable future. This is another example of the economic value of
steady predictable bulk energy. see SNC earnings release.

Keep in mind that SNC's best performing business was existing nuclear plants in Ontario, serving the province's third-
largest energy market, grid electricity. Imagine that electricity expands into the two biggest markets, heating and trans-
port. What size nuclear fleet would Ontario need to meet that demand? For companies like SNC, experienced with the mar-
ket, what do long term prospects look like?

NWMO supports coastal, inland water stewardship The Great Lakes are a unique and hugely important ecosystem
about which much remains unknown, and their adjacent inland areas are equally important. NWMO has contributed re-
sources to support efforts to better understand the Lake Huron shoreline in terms of water quality, climate change, erosion,
and water levels.

Inland groundwater resources are also immensely important, as many municipalities rely on groundwater for their
water supply. NWMO has also contributed money to help landowners properly repair or decomission wells.

Kinectrics appointed ambassador for OPG's Pickering decommissioning centre Decommissioning Pickering after it
goes out of service—planned for 2025—will require specialized expertise, and CNWC employer Kinectrics has been tapped
to bring together multidisciplinary teams to deploy this expertise.

Independent lab analyses find barely detectable beryllium levels in soil near BWXT Peterborough facility BWXT's
license to operate its Peterborough and Toronto CANDU fuel manufacturing plants expired at the end of 2020. To secure
license renewal, which would also allow the company to extend fuel pellets manufacturing to Peterborough, the company
was required by the nuclear regulator (the CNSC) to investigate, among other things, levels of beryllium in soil next to its
Peterborough facility. BWXT uses small amounts of beryllium to join parts of fuel bundles. This must be done with proper
care and control, as beryllium can be hazardous. Two independent analyses determined that levels of beryllium in soil near
BWXT's Peterborough facility were close to or below the limit detectable with laboratory equipment. That amount, 0.5
miligrams per kilogram of soil, is less than 1

100 the level at which it would represent a human health concern.

Video Watch
TTC's 60 new battery-electric buses Bem Case, TTC's head of vehicle programs, tells Bloomberg some of the details about
the major e-bus program now underway on Toronto streets. Is this the future of bus transit in Canada? Much hangs on the
outcome of TTC's field tests.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLOXK-tRNS0&feature=youtu.be
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Terrestrial director takes, answers questions on IMSR Two major CNWC employers, OPG and Bruce Power, have early
vetted this design, as has the CNSC. As Terrestrial director David Hill points out in this video, the Vendor PreProject Design
Review evaluates not just the design but also the company. Terrestrial aims to develop a product that can offer “grid com-
petitive electric power.” Ontario-grid competitive?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-5rS3Am3ds&feature=youtu.be

Deere on a wire: one answer to battery limitations in heavy work John Deere's partnership with German organizations
including the federal government to decarbonize farming, which is overwhelmingly diesel powered, has produced Grid-
CON. This remarkable system manages a kilometer-long wire with an electric tractor at one end consuming up to 300 kilo-
watts, and the grid at the other. What heavy urban applications could a similar solution address?
https://youtu.be/nn0h6prbcJA

Hinkley Point C inspiration Electricit‘e de france (EDF), the utility partner building the Hinkley Point C twin EPRs in Som-
erset UK (300 kilometres from the Flamanville EPR site near Cherbourg France), thanks its construction team, front-line
health workers, and entire supply chain for maintaining progress during the pandemic. Commissioning is scheduled for
2025. https://twitter.com/i/status/1336700904733601792

Leningrad nuclear plant: light water AND RBMK Rosatom, the Russian nuclear reactor maker, provides a very inter-
esting summary of this one-of-a-kind plant that features graphite-moderated (Chernobyl-type) and pressurized water
reactors. The VVER (Russian for PWR), like the EPR, features a core catcher. Leningrad also features spray pools.
https://youtu.be/5f05zJcZVBk

In short.. .
Good things grow, in Ontario (greenhouses): but heated how? Apparently caught flatfooted by unexpected greenhouse-
driven load growth in the Leamington area, where new and upgraded transmission capable of bringing 1,000 MW to the
area will become available only in 2026, the Ontario electricity system operator released a study with very interesting data
on the energy makeup of the greenhouse sector, which in Canada is dominated by Ontario. Most greenhouse electricity use
by far is for lighting. Heat, a major energy category in Ontario, is not provided by electricity in greenhouses. That's done by
natural gas. Enbridge was a partner in commissioning the report.

The link to the study is file:///home/steve/Downloads/GreenhouseEnergyProfileSummaryReport%20(1).pdf

Electricity storage: can water heaters help manage grid frequency recovery? Hydro Quebec began a pilot project in
which residential electric water heaters reduce power consumption in response to grid frequency droops beginning at 59.8
Hertz (completing at 59.2 Hz). The heaters would begin “lightening the load” (reducing consumption) within 250 millisec-
onds of the beginning of the disturbance. The measure would continue for up to 15 minutes, until grid frequency was re-
stored at 60 Hz, following which the heaters would gradually return to normal pre-disturbance consumption. (Source:
NERC White Paper.) Could a commercial 40 MW electric heating plant perform the same service at larger scale?

Electricity storage: the expensive way I Tesla and Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) have teamed up a the site of the former
739-MW gas-fired Rankine cycle power plant at Moss Landing on the Pacific coast near Monterrey. The proponents claim
the 730 MWh Lithium-Ion mega battery can output power at 182.5 MW for 4 hours. At an overnight capital cost of roughly
US$250 per kilowatt hour of battery capacity, this scheme will set California ratepayers and/or taxpayers back US$182 mil-
lion, not counting the cost of the electricity to recharge it. Though the device is touted as “energy storage” the primary pur-
pose of the battery would likely be fast frequency response in the event of a grid disruption caused by wildfire.

CNWC CCTN Newsletter is published four times a year by the Canadian
Nuclear Workers’ Council.
Publisher: Bob Walker
Editor: Steve Aplin
bwalker@cnwc-cctn.ca
Tel: 416-804-5542
244 Eglinton Ave. East Toronto ON M4P 1K2

Canadian Nuclear Workers’ Council
The collective voice of organized labour in the nuclear industries
The Canadian Nuclear Workers Council (CNWC) is an umbrella organization
of Unions representing workers in all sectors of the Canadian nuclear indus-
try. Founded in 1993, it represents sectors including electric power utilities,
uranium mining and processing, radioisotope production for medical and
industrial purposes, nuclear research, construction and trades in Ontario and
labour councils in host communities.

Members include Locals of: International Association of Firefighters•Atomic
Energy Allied Council• Canadian Union of Public Employees• International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers• International Association of Machinists &
Aerospace Workers• International Federation of Professional and Technical
Engineers• Power Workers’ Union• Provincial Building and Construction
Trades Council of Ontario• Professional Institute of The Public Service of
Canada• Society of United Professionals• Society of Professional Engineers
and Associates•United Steel Workers•UNIFOR•District Labour Councils
(Grey/Bruce, Durham, Lindsay, Northumberland, and Saint John).
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What others are saying
“I think that everyone should be aware of the tendency of our grids to slide toward being completely natural gas. The
problem is that natural gas is just-in-time delivery. This doesn't matter too much if natural gas makes 25% of the power
on the grid, but it matters a lot when it makes 50% of the power, as is happening in the Northeast [US].

Few people push directly for an all-natural-gas grid. However, unless abundant quick-responding hydro is available,
the imposition of high renewable portfolio standards means that the grid needs more and more natural gas as backup.
In watching the grid, try to be aware of the reality of how unreliable renewables are on the grid. They accelerate the slide
to all-gas, all the time.

Do not be foold by the idea that a high renewables percentage is the most virtuous form of grid. It isn't—not when
the renewables have to be backed up with fossil.

In my opinion, behind every group pushing for impossibly hard to meet renewable standards for a state or region,
there's another well-funded group eager to sell even more natural gas.

[Former Trump-era US] Energy Secretary Rick Perry was mocked for his concern for fuel stored on-site, but it wasn't
and isn't a trivial concern.

For those who are concerned with climate change, as I am, let me just note that natural gas is a fossil fuel, and nu-
clear energy has zero emissions. Nuclear energy is also the champion for fuel stored on site, 18 months worth of fuel at
most plants. So, you can be in favor of low greenhouse gases and also be in favor of the security advantages of having
fuel stored on-site.

It is easy to dismiss New England's problems as New England's problems. But they are the direct result of overbuild-
ing renewables, closing nuclear and coal plants, moving to natural gas to back up the renewables, and not building new
gas pipelines. This is a scenario for grid fragility. If gas just in time doesn't make it just in time, then the ratepayers will
suffer the rolling blackouts. This progression to rolling blackouts can happen (and is beginning to happen) in other [Re-
gional Transmission Organization–run] grids. The RTO areas encourage their grids’ progression to fragility, because, at
the end of the day, they are not responsible for grid reliability.”

Source: Meredith Angwin Shorting the Grid: the hidden fragility of our electric grid, Carnot Communications 2020.

Worth repeating
“The eBuses operate on truly green technology with the potential for zero emission. Zero emission buses have no tailpipe
emissions, and in Ontario, generation of electricity for overnight charging is 100% nuclear and completely free of
GHG emissions. The TTC now has one of the largest mini-fleets of electric buses in North America and this green ini-
tiative is part of the TTCâĂŹs commitment to be 50% zero emissions by 2028-2032 and 100% zero emissions by 2040.”
[Emphasis added.]

Source: Toronto Transit Commission web page “TTC Green Initiatives,” “Electric Bus” section.

“It is critical to focus investments on both immediate air quality benefits and the innovation pipeline to meet the StateâĂŹs
long-term vision of a zero-emission economy. As the number of incentive programs for heavy-duty vehicles and off-road
equipment continues to grow, it is critical to identify how the agencyâĂŹs investments address the emission reductions
needed to meet National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). Dedicated support is needed to drive the heavy-duty
and off-road sectors to zero-emission and meet the longer term greenhouse gas reduction goals.”

Source: California Air Resources Board Fiscal Year 2019-20 Three-Year Recommendations for Low Carbon Trans-
portation Investments, Appendix D “Heavy-Duty Investment Strategy” https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2019-
09/fy1920fundingplan-appd.pdf
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